STUDENTS AT THE MARGINS AND THE INSTITUTIONS THAT SERVE THEM

LOCATION OF MINORITY SERVING INSTITUTIONS

AFGHANISTAN
Jesuit Refugee Service South Asia

AUSTRALIA
Southern Cross University
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education
Tranby Aboriginal Co-operative College
Clontarf Aboriginal College
The David Unaipon College of Indigenous Education

CANADA
First Nations University of Canada
Gabriel Dumont Institute of Native Studies and Applied Research
Blue Quills First Nations College
Maskwachees Cultural College
Old Sun Community College
Red Crow Community College
Yellowhead Tribal College
Native Education Centre
Nicola Valley Institute of Technology
Yellowquill College
Akitsiraq Law School
Nunavut Arctic College
Anishinanbek Education Institute
First Nations Technical Institute
Kenjgewin Tec Educational Institute
Iohahció Akwesasne Adult Education Centre
Negahneewin College

SEVEN GENERATIONS EDUCATION INSTITUTE
Shingwauk Kinoomaage Gamig
Six Nations Polytechnic

CHAD
Jesuit Refugee Service West Africa

CHINA
Dalian Nationalities University
Minzu University of China
Northwest Normal University
South-Central University of Nationalities
Xinjiang University
Guangxi University for Nationalities
Qinghai University for Nationalities
Yunnan University for Nationalities

COLOMBIA
Universidad del Rosario
Universidad del Atlántico

ECUADOR
Khatun Yachay Wasi
Universidad Intercultural Amawtay Wasi

INDIA
Central University of Tibetan Studies
Kamia Islamia Ishaatul Ulooms (Jamia Polytechnic)
Sam Higginbottom Institute of Agriculture, Technology and Science

JAPAN
Arabic Islamic Institute in Tokyo

KENYA
JC:HEM Project at the Kakum Refugee Camp

MALAWI
JC:HEM Dzaleka Refugee Camp

MEXICO
Mayan Intercultural University
Universidad Autónoma de Mexico

NEW ZEALAND
Te Wananga o Aoteraoa
Te Whare Wānanga o Awanuiarangi
University of Waikato, Maori & Pacific Development
Te Wananga o Raukawa

NICARAGUA
University of the Autonomous Regions of the Caribbean Coast of Nicaragua

NORWAY
Sámi University College

PHILIPPINES
Mindanao State University

SOUTH AFRICA
University of Fort Hare
University of Limpopo
University of Western Cape
University of Venda
Walter Sisulu University
University of Zululand

SYRIA
JC:HEM Aleppo

TAIWAN
National Dong Hwa University

THAILAND
JC:HEM Mae Hong Son

VENEZUELA
Universidad Indigena de Venezuela
Georgia
Albany Technical College PBI
Darton State College PBI
Albany State University HBCU
Atlanta Technical College PBI
Point University PBI
Atlanta Metropolitan State College PBI
Clark Atlanta University HBCU
Augusta Technical College PBI
Bainbridge College PBI
Clayton State University PBI
Columbus Technical College PBI
East Georgia State College PBI
Fort Valley State University HBCU
Southern Crescent Technical College PBI
Interdenominational Theological Center HBCU
Central Georgia Technical College PBI
Morehouse College HBCU
Morehouse School of Medicine HBCU
Paine College HBCU
Savannah Technical College PBI
Savannah State University Georgia HBCU
South Georgia Technical College PBI
Spelman College HBCU
Georgia Perimeter College PBI
Georgia Piedmont Technical College PBI
Shorter University-College of Adult & Professional Programs PBI
Oconee Fall Line Technical College PBI

Hawaii
Chaminade University of Honolulu AANAPISI
University of Hawaii at Hilo AANAPISI/AANH
University of Hawaii at Manoa AANAPISI/AANH
Honolulu Community College AANAPISI/AANH
Kapiolani Community College AANAPISI/AANH
Kaui Community College AANAPISI/AANH
Leeward Community College AANAPISI/AANH
University of Hawaii at Manoa AANAPISI/AANH
University of Hawaii-West Oahu AANAPISI
Windward Community College AANAPISI/AANH
Hawaii Community College AANAPISI/AANH

Illinois
Chicago State University PBI
City Colleges of Chicago-Kennedy-King College PBI
City Colleges of Chicago-Malcolm X College HSI/PBI
City Colleges of Chicago-Olive-Harvey College PBI
City Colleges of Chicago-Harry S Truman College AANAPISI/HSI
City Colleges of Chicago-Richard J Daley College HSI
City Colleges of Chicago-Harold Washington College AANAPISI/HSI
City Colleges of Chicago-Wilbur Wright College HSI

Indiana
Calumet College of Saint Joseph HSI
Martin University PBI

Kansas
Dodge City Community College HSI
Donnelly College HSI
Garden City Community College HSI
Haskell Indian Nations University HBCU
Seward County Community College and Area Technical School HSI

Kentucky
Kentucky State University HBCU

Louisiana
Capital Area Technical College-Baton Rouge Campus PBI
Delgado Community College PBI
Dillard University HBCU
Gambeling State University HBCU
Southern University and A & M College HBCU
Southern University at New Orleans HBCU
Southern University at Shreveport HBCU
Xavier University of Louisiana HBCU
Louisiana Delta Community College-Monroe Campus PBI

Maryland
Baltimore City Community College PBI
University of Baltimore United States PBI
Bowie State University HBCU
Washington Adventist University PBI
Coppin State University HBCU
University of Maryland-College Park HBCU
University of Maryland Eastern Shore HBCU
Montgomery College AANAPISI
Morgan State University HBCU
Prince George’s Community College PBI
Sojourner-Douglas College PBI

Massachusetts
Bunker Hill Community College AANAPISI
Gordon College PBI
Marian Court College HSI
University of Massachusetts-Boston AANAPISI
Middlesex Community College AANAPISI
Northern Essex Community College HSI
Roxbury Community College PBI
Urban College of Boston AANAPISI/HSI

Michigan
Wayne County Community College District PBI
Bay Mills Community College TCU
Keweena Bay Ojibwa Community College TCU
Saginaw Chippewa Tribal College TCU

Minnesota
North Hennepin Community College AANAPISI
St. Catherine University AANAPISI
Century College AANAPISI
Fond du Lac Tribal and Community College TCU
White Earth Tribal and Community College TCU
Leech Lake Tribal College TCU

Mississippi
Alcorn State University HBCU
Belhaven University PBI
Coahoma Community College HBCU
Copiah-Lincoln Community College PBI
East Central Community College PBI
East Mississippi Community College PBI
Hinds Community College Mississippi HBCU/PBI
Holmes Community College PBI
Jackson State University HBCU
Meridian Community College PBI
Mississippi Delta Community College PBI
Mississippi Valley State University HBCU
Rust College HBCU
Southwest Mississippi Community College PBI
Tougaloo College HBCU

Missouri
Harry-Stowe State University HBCU
Lincoln University HBCU
Saint Louis Community College HSI

Montana
Blackfeet Community College TCU
Chief Dull Knife College TCU
Aanilich Nakoda College TCU
Fort Peck Community College TCU
Little Big Horn College TCU
Salish Kootenai College TCU
Stone Child College TCU

Nebraska
Nebraska Indian Community College TCU
Little Priest Tribal College TCU

Nevada
College of Southern Nevada AANAPISI/HSI
University of Nevada-Las Vegas AANAPISI
Nebraska State College AANAPISI

New Jersey
Bergen Community College HSI
Bloomfield College PBI
Essex County College PBI
Hudson County Community College HSI
New Jersey City University HSI
Middlesex County College AANAPISI
Passaic County Community College HSI
Saint Peter's University HSI

New Mexico
Central New Mexico Community College HSI
Navajo Technical College TCU
New Mexico State University-Dona Ana HSI
Clovis Community College HSI
Eastern New Mexico University-Main Campus HSI
Eastern New Mexico University-Roswell Campus HSI
Institute of American Indian and Alaska Native Culture TCU
New Mexico Highlands University HSI
New Mexico Junior College HSI
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology United States HSI
University of New Mexico-Los Alamos Campus HSI
University of New Mexico-Main Campus HSI
New Mexico State University-Alamogordo HSI
New Mexico State University-Carlsbad HSI
New Mexico State University-Grants HSI/NASNTI
New Mexico State University-Main Campus HSI
University of New Mexico-Valencia County Campus HSI
Northern New Mexico College HSI
San Juan College NASNTI
Santa Fe Community College HSI
University of the Southwest HSI
Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute TCU
University of New Mexico-Taos Campus HSI
Mesalands Community College HSI
Western New Mexico University HSI
Luna Community College HSI
Eastern New Mexico University-Ruidoso Campus HSI

New York
Vanguard College of Aeronautics and Technology AANAPISI/HSI
Boricua College HSI
Bramson ORT College AANAPISI
Metropolitan College of New York HSI/PBI
CUNY Bernard M Baruch College AANAPISI
CUNY Borough of Manhattan Community College AANAPISI/HSI
CUNY Bronx Community College HSI
CUNY Brooklyn College AANAPISI
CUNY City College AANAPISI/HSI
CUNY Hostos Community College HSI
CUNY Hunter College AANAPISI
CUNY John Jay College of Criminal Justice HSI
CUNY Kingsborough Community College AANAPISI
CUNY LaGuardia Community College AANAPISI/HSI
CUNY Lehman College HSI
CUNY Medgar Evers College PBI
Stevens Institute of Technology AANAPISI
Union County College HSI
Humacao Community College HSI
Instituto Tecnologico de Puerto Rico-Recinto de Guayama HSI
Instituto Tecnologico de Puerto Rico-Recinto de Ponce HSI
Instituto Tecnologico de Puerto Rico-Recinto de San Juan HSI
Inter American University of Puerto Rico-San German HSI
Inter American University of Puerto Rico-Arecibo HSI
Inter American University of Puerto Rico-Bayamón HSI
Inter American University of Puerto Rico-Utuado HSI
Inter American University of Puerto Rico-Mayagüez HSI
University of Puerto Rico-Ponce HSI
University of Puerto Rico-Rio Piedras HSI
University of Puerto Rico-Humacao HSI
University of Puerto Rico-Arecibo HSI
Universal Technology College of Puerto Rico HSI
Dewey University HSI
Centro de Estudios Multidisciplinarios-Bayamón HSI
Caribbean University-Ponce HSI
Caribbean University-Vega Baja HSI
FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA
College of Micronesia-FSM AANAPISI
PALAU
Palau Community College AANAPISI
VIRGIN ISLANDS
University of the Virgin Islands HBCU
MARSHALL ISLANDS
College of the Marshall Islands AANAPISI
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